IV. PUBLICATIONS:
PLEASE NOTE: Other names used in Publications: Heidi Allespach Pomm; Heidi A. Pomm; Heidi Allespach-Stanley; Heidi A. Stanley

Books and monographs published:


Juried or refereed articles or exhibitions:


6) Karnani H & **Pomm HA.** Screening for adolescent depression and anxiety in the primary care environment: Calming the storm within. Northeast Florida Medicine, 57(4):41-6, 2006

7) **Pomm HA.** Psychological aspects of chronic, nonmalignant pain: Moving from “Reality Vertigo” to hope. Northeast Florida Medicine, Summer: 31-33, 2006


20. **Other works, publications or abstracts:**
**Refereed Papers/Posters, Magazine Articles**


Weiss, S. Profile of Women with AIDS enrolled in a 3-City Study: The Smart/EST Women's Project. Paper presented at the Twentieth Annual Scientific Sessions of the Society of Behavioral Medicine, San Diego, March 1999 (refereed)


National/Regional Presentations, Media Relations
PLEASE NOTE: Other names used in Presentations/Media: Heidi Allespach Pomm; Heidi A. Pomm; Heidi Allespach-Stanley; Heidi A. Stanley

18) Allespach H & Tenzer P. Chronic Opioid Therapy: Effective, Safe & Rational Prescribing Practices. Accepted for presentation at the American Academy of Family Physicians Annual Scientific Assembly, Washington, DC, October 2014 (refereed)

19) Allespach H & Wollschläger B. Substance Abuse and Addiction: Management in Primary Care. Accepted for presentation at the American Academy of Family Physicians Annual Scientific Assembly, Washington, DC, October 2014 (refereed)
20) **Allespach H** & **Wollschaeger B.** New Drugs of Abuse: An Update. Accepted for presentation at the American Academy of Family Physicians Annual Scientific Assembly, Washington, DC, October 2014 (refereed)

21) **Allespach H** & **Gervais MD.** Mood Disorders, Depression & Bipolar: DSM5: What You Need To Know Now. Accepted for presentation at the American Academy of Family Physicians Annual Scientific Assembly, Washington, DC, October 2014 (refereed)

22) **Allespach H** & **Wollschaeger B.** Dealing with “Dread To Treat” Patients: Recognition, Diagnosis & Management of Addiction in an Office-Based Setting. Accepted for presentation at the annual PAINWeek Conference: The National Conference for Frontline Practitioners, Las Vegas, NV, September 2014 (refereed)


24) Invited to attend a special Faculty Enrichment Workshop sponsored by the American Academy of Family Physicians, Leawood, KS, June 2014.

25) Live Radio Interview: Coping with Stress. The Valerie T Show, TNT Gospel Radio, Miami, FL, October 31, 2013


27) **Pomm HA** & **Pomm RM.** Invited Presentation: Viewing Addiction as a Chronic Illness: Recognition, Diagnosis and Management in the Office-Based Setting. Presented at the American Academy of Family Physicians Annual Scientific Assembly, Orlando, FL 2011


32) Interviewed for Feature Article: Ways to Reduce Holiday Stress. H Magazine; Florida Times-Union, Jacksonville, FL, October 2008
33) Interviewed for Feature Article: Decreasing Stress around the Holidays. Health Source Magazine; Jacksonville, FL, October 2008

34) Pomm HA & Pomm RM. Viewing Addiction as a Chronic Illness: Recognition, Diagnosis and Management in the Office-Based Setting. Presented at the American Academy of Family Physicians Annual Scientific Assembly, San Diego, CA, September, 2008 (refereed)


36) Pomm HA & Pomm RM. Management of Depression in the Office-Based Setting. Invited lecture. Presented at the First Annual Summit on Emergent Issues in Rural Primary Care: Meeting the Challenges of Treating Depression, La Veta, CO, April, 2007


38) Pomm HA, Pomm RM. Don’t give up on an addicted patient. Clinical Advisor, February 2007

39) Interviewed for article: Speakers Give Tips on Managing Patients with Addiction and Chronic Pain by Lori Alexander; AAFP News Now. AAFP Assembly, Washington, DC October 3, 2006


44) Interviewed for article: Perspectives on Pain. Family Practice News, American Academy of Family Physicians Scientific Assembly (pre-Assembly), September 2006

45) Interviewed for article: Treating the Whole Person in Family Medicine: Family Medicine Center Incorporates Behavioral Counseling in Primary Care by Pamela Rittenhouse. St Vincent’s MediScoops, Jacksonville, FL, August 2006.


52) Interviewed on Live Television: Factitious Disorder (Munchausen’s) by Proxy, Channel 4 News, Jacksonville, FL, June, 2005


54) Pomm HA & Pomm RM. Decreasing Conflict and Increasing Collaboration with the Addicted Patient. Special Topic Breakfast Session presented at the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine’s annual spring conference, New Orleans, LA, 2005 (refereed)


56) Interviewed for Article: Addicted Patients Challenge FPs, Speakers Say. FP Report, Assembly Edition, October 14, 2004

57) Interviewed for Article: Emotional Storm Lingers After (Hurricane) Frances. Florida Times-Union, Jacksonville, FL, September 10, 2004


62) Pomm H & Tenzer P. Treating Chronic, Nonmalignant Pain in the Older Adult. Managing Depression and Anxiety in the Older Patient.” Presented at the American Academy of Family Physicians annual Scientific Assembly, New Orleans, October, 2003 (refereed)

63) Pomm H “Motivating Your Patients to Change” and “Dealing with the Difficult Patient.” Invited lectures--presented at the Florida Academy of Family Physicians' 88th Family Practice Weekend, St. Petersburg, February 2003


65) Stanley H & Tenzer P. Treating Chronic Nonmalignant Pain. Presented at the annual North Carolina Academy of Family Physicians, Charleston, April 2002 (refereed)

66) Shahady E. & Stanley H. Four-hour workshop on “Teaching How to Deal with the Difficult or Problem Patient” presented at the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine's 5th annual spring conference, San Francisco, April 2002 (refereed)

67) Stanley H & Tenzer P. Acute and Chronic Pain Management. Presented at the American Academy of Family Physicians annual Scientific Assembly, Atlanta, October 2001 (refereed)

68) Shahady E & Stanley H. The Problem Resident. Four-hour Workshop presented at the Society of Teachers Twenty-Fifth annual conference, Denver, April 2001 (refereed)


70) Stanley H & Tenzer P. Acute and Chronic Pain Management. Presented at the American Academy of Family Physicians annual Scientific Assembly, Dallas, September 2000 (refereed)